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is known in nickel but it has been assigned' to Ni'~s ince such an activity was not observed with slow neutron or deuteron bornbardrnent of nickel. In the present work the 36-hour activity was produced by a fast neutmn reaction on nickel. In addition, two other periods of 2 minutes and 2.6 hours mere observed. The 2.6-hour activity has been de6nitely assigned' to Ni63. Also, alpha-particle bombardments of imn showed the 2-minute and the 36-hoUr Rctlvltlcs. Thc activities arc then to be assigned to Ni'7 and Ni", since the stable isotopes of iron mhich could produce radioactive nickel by the (alpha, n) pmcess are Fe~and Fe~s. Long bombardments of nickel by slow neutrons produced a weak 36-hour activity mhich was followed over 4 half-lives. This period mas also pmduced by deuteron bombardments of nickel. In both cases the activity was a positron activity of 36 hours half-life, and must be due to the formation of Ni" by Niss (e, gamma) and. Ni" {8 p) reactions The The nature of the departure of forbidden spectra from the form of the allowed spectra can be determined as
follows. An electron with the full amount of energy available in a given process has a shorter wave-length than a neutrino with the full amount available to it because of the 6nite rest energy of the electmn. Thus the forbidden spectrum of any degree, lf proportional to a power of rn«/Xl;ght »,t, will tend to be more intense at high electron energies than at lorn'. 'The obvious effect on the Kurie plot is to make it concave toward the axes at high electron energies. None of the carefully measured spectra are of this character, and, in fact, in. most cases the tendency is to the opposltc CUrvRtul e.
Careful measurements on the spectra of Na~and P» The apparatus used consisted of a vertical, countercontrolled, cloud chamber and a vacuum tube time delay control circuit. By means of a mirror system a camera took two pictures 54' apart. All lead was placed above the top counter so that non-ionizing particles as well as ionizing particles might cause an expansion.
The results obtained are shown in Fig. 1 . More than 200 showers werc recorded for each point near the maximum so that the probable error for these points is less than 5 percent. The Rossi curve for the total showers recorded has a definite maximum at about 17 cni of lead. I he rise in the curve (nearly 30 percent) is well above the probable error as computed from the number of showers. The second curve is for two-particle showers with angular divergence greater than 20, The similarity of the two curves suggests that the maximum is mainly due to this component. So few narrow angle showers were ol)tainc(l that it was impossible to c()llstl llct; a sllllll;. tt clll vc f()l t:h('. Ill ()I t:() dl aw ally (;.() be interpreted as the production by a heavy particle of a shower containing at least four heavy particles and possibly more. (Fig. 1) .
The incoming particle must pass through a half-inch of cold rolled steel to enter the chamber. If it were an electron it is extremely unlikely that it would be unaccompanied by shower particles. The energy of the incorning particle must be quite great to produce such a shower, and this would almost insure the presence of shower particles if it were an electron.
The short heavy track appearing directly under the top plate is either a mesotron or a proton. The track which P 'Qi I i Ir . total intensity on a different scale is included for purposes of comparison. It was obta, incd from the photographs used in obtaining the shower curves.
